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Wireless sensor networks are characterized by large number of devices, 
unattended deployment, energy constraints, common device failures, frequent 
configuration changes, and a significant range of task dynamics. In which, many 
sensor networks are event-driven. Event-driven sensor networks operate under an 
idle or light load and then suddenly become active in response to an interested event. 
The transport of event report is likely to lead to varying degrees of congestion in the 
network depending on the sensing application. It is during these periods of event 
happen that the likelihood of congestion is greatest and the information in transit of 
most importance to users. In additions, the reports generated by different nodes in 
vicinity of event position are correlated. That is why not all the sensor nodes need to 
send their report, only a few of them is enough for the sink to identify the event. 
Exploiting the node redundancy in dense wireless sensor network can improve its 
delay performance. 
Furthermore, a sensor network is typically composed of a large number of 
small-size, low-cost, low power sensor nodes which are randomly deployed and 
communicated with one another to send data to the sink. Because of limited 
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capability of sensor node, the report packet can only be broadcast to the neighboring 
nodes, which then further relay the packet to its neighbor in the direction to the sink 
(controlled by routing protocol). Traversing hop by hop, the report finally reaches the 
sink to be analyzed and taken further action as required by the application. In this 
multihop transmission scenario, data packet that traverses through longer route 
(through higher number of hops) is more important than the packet with shorter 
route. Then the relay node must treat them differently according to their importance 
level. In other word, the route-through traffic is more important than the originated 
traffic. 
In this thesis, we propose a new Prioritized medium access control protocol 
(PSIFT) that utilized the redundancy characteristics of sensor nodes in event-driven 
wireless sensor networks. In which many sensor nodes in vicinity sense the same 
event and contend to transmit report about it. However, not all these reports are 
required by the sink to identify the event. By suppressing unnecessary reports on the 
same event, PSIFT lowers the offer load of the network, which results in low 
collision probability and improvement in delay performance of the network. PSIFT is 
a CSMA-based MAC protocol, using fixed-size contention window with a 
geographically increasing probability distribution of selecting transmission slot 
within the window. Furthermore, to provide services compatible with the packet 
priority levels which increases each time packet travel one more hop, PSIFT uses 
different DCF inter frame space (DIFS) and contention window size (CW) for each 
traffic class. PSIFT can differentiate service to each packet since the priority 
information is packed into the packet. We also proposed the new report suppression 
mechanism based on the broadcast nature of wireless transmission. This mechanism 
works very efficiently in large-scale, event-driven wireless sensor network. 
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The simulation results show that the new PSIFT MAC protocol can bring 
significant improvement in delay performance of the network. When the sensing 
range grow up to transmission range, PSIFT gains up to 3-times latency reduction in 
delivering reports compared to the existing IEEE802.11 MAC protocol, while 
maintaining the correctness in reporting event. 
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1.1 Wireless sensor networks 
Recent improvements in wireless communications and hardware technology 
have enabled the development of small-size, low-cost, low power sensor nodes. 
These nodes typically consist of the following components as seen in Figure 1.1: 
• Processing unit: is generally associated with a small storage unit, 
manages the procedures that make the sensor node collaborate with the 
other nodes to carry out the assigned sensing tasks. 
• Sensing unit: is usually composed of sensors and analog-to-digital 
converters (ADC). The analog signals produced by the sensors based on 
the observed phenomenon are converted to digital signals by the ADC, 
and then fed into the processing unit. 
• Transceiver unit: to connects the node to the network. 
• Power unit: may be supported by power scavenging units to provide 
energy for the whole sensor node. 
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Apart from the above mentioned units, sensor node may also have other 
components such as location finding systems and supplemental power sources like 
solar cells etc., based on the area of deployment and the particular application 
needed. 
 
Figure 1.1 Components of a sensor node 
The above described features of sensor nodes enable the deployment of dense 
networks with a large number of sensor nodes in which each sensor is self-sustained, 
independent entity to perform a large sensing task. Small-size sensor can only be 
equipped with limited battery power and an omni-directional antenna, thus each 
sensor is only capable of short transmission range. A network of these nodes can be 
changing dynamically yet still maintaining robust communication connectivity and 
commonly referred to as Wireless Sensor Networks. This particular aspect of 
distributed networks has been the subject of extensive research with a wide range of 
applications. Researchers are contemplating their widespread deployment in 
challenging scenarios where wired networks are infeasible or impractical. 
A distributed network of wireless sensors enables the reliable monitoring and 
control of a variety of applications that range from medical and home security to 
machine diagnosis, chemical/biological detection and other military applications. For 
example, military application sensor networks such as combat field surveillance and 
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deployed in combat scenarios to track troop movements. Sensors placed on small 
robots could conduct landmine detection. Smart sensors could detect the use of 
biological or chemical weapons and, then report their presence in time via 
communication network to protect troops. Besides military usage, many useful and 
varied applications of sensor networks are also being developed for our everyday 
lives. Biomedical sensors are being developed for a retinal prosthesis to aid the 
visually impaired. Sensors are used to analyze the motion of a tornado. Sensors are 
deployed in a forest for fire detection. Sensors are attached to taxi cabs in a large 
metropolitan area to study the traffic conditions and plan routes effectively. Clearly, 
there is a wide range of applications for sensor networks with differing requirements. 
Realization of these and other sensor network applications require the 
development of new networking techniques. Although many protocols and 
algorithms have been proposed for traditional wireless ad-hoc networks, they are not 
well suited to the unique features and application requirements of sensor networks. 
To illustrate this point, the differences between sensor networks and traditional 
wireless ad-hoc networks are: 
• The number of sensor nodes in a sensor network can be several orders 
of magnitude higher than the nodes in an ad hoc network. 
• Sensor nodes are densely deployed. 
• Sensor nodes are prone to failures. 
• The topology of a sensor network changes very frequently. 
• Sensor nodes mainly use a broadcast communication paradigm, 
whereas most ad hoc networks are based on point-to-point 
communications. 
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• Sensor nodes are limited in power, computational capacities, and 
memory. 
• Sensor nodes may not have global identification (ID) because of the 
large amount of overhead and large number of sensors. 
Many researchers are currently engaged in developing schemes that fulfill 
these requirements. 
1.1.1 Event-driven wireless sensor networks 
Wireless sensor network is assumed to be a homogeneous network. It consists 
of multiple sensor nodes and a sink. The sink can be either mobile or stationary. It 
serves as the client or end-user from which the user controls the wireless sensor 
network. The sink can be used to request information from the sensor network. The 
sink then receives information from the sensor nodes and processes the obtained 
information. It performs local data aggregation within the wireless sensor network.  
A typical use of wireless sensor networks is to have a kind of streaming data, in 
which little amounts of data (typically just a few bytes) are transmitted periodically 
(for example in temperature measurement system). The large number of nodes will 
allow taking advantage of short-range, multi-hop communication to conserve energy, 
especially when data aggregation is applied. 
Another typical scenario of wireless sensor networks, on which the current 
research is based, is event-driven applications. The wireless sensor network is 
designed to detect events and propagate the information back to the sink. The 
network can also be designed in such a manner that the sink ascertains information 
about the events in a particular region of the network. In event-driven wireless sensor 
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network, individual sensor node is in a dormant state for long periods, and suddenly 
become active when an event happened. Such applications (for example: surveillance 
application) will thus have long idle periods and can tolerate some latency in network 
setup. With this type of application, when detecting an event of interest, the sensor 
nodes collects the relevant information associated with this event into a report 
packet, then transmit it to the command center (the sink). Because of the limited 
capability of sensor nodes, the report packet can only be broadcast to the neighboring 
nodes, which then further relay the packet to their neighbor in the direction to the 
sink (controlled by routing protocol). Traversing hop by hop, the reports finally reach 
the sink to be analyzed and taken further action as required by the application (shown 
in Figure 1.2).  
 
Figure 1.2 Sensor nodes scattered in a sensor field 
Let’s consider the sensor field with the only sink as describing in Figure 1.2. 
Sensor nodes are randomly deployed over the flat terrain to track the presence of an 
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data and route data back to the sink. Data are routed back to the sink by a multihop 
architecture through the sink as follow: 
When an event happens, all the sensors located in the vicinity can sense this 
event and contend for medium to forward their reports to the sink. The number of 
contenders is depended on the sensing range of the sensor node. Suppose sensor A 
wins the medium and broadcasts its report to all of its one-hop neighbors. Out of 
them, sensor B successfully receives the report first then it forwards the reports 
toward the sink. Similarly, sensor C, one of the one-hop neighbors of sensor B, is the 
next relay node in the transmission route. Finally, the event report has to traverse 
through 4-hops from A→B→C→D→Sink. This transmission route is determined by 
the routing algorithm, and may be different for each event. The design of the sensor 
network as described by Figure 1.2 is influenced by many factors, including fault 
tolerance, scalability, production costs, operating environment, sensor network 
topology, hardware constraints, transmission media, and power consumption. 
1.1.2 Multihop communication pattern 
Sensor nodes are most valued for their small size and low signal processing 
capabilities. Sensor nodes have usually been deployed in situations where the 
communicating sensor nodes are not within radio coverage. Intermediate sensor 
nodes perform routing functions to enable range extension between the 
communicating nodes. 
Due to low antenna height, ground level features have a strong effect on 
propagation loss. Small rocks, plants, or even mild undulation in the terrain can 
create significant variations in the radio channel characteristics. They may result in a 
drastic drop in signal strength. In the network with obstacles in the line of sight 
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between the source and the receiver, multihop communication patterns can be helpful 
in ensuring access to all areas of the network. 
In addition, while dealing with an unreliable, high bit-error-rate channel like 
the wireless medium, there are some special communication considerations which 
should be taken into account. One way of ensuring more reliable and efficient 
communication in these channels is through the use of multihop communication. 
Multihop communication facilitates the reuse of resources in both spatial and 
temporal domains, provided that the nodes which participate in the network are 
reasonably well distributed in space. In contrast, single-hop networks mainly share 
the channel resources in the temporal domain only. This sharing of channel resources 
enables the multihop network to provide greater spectral efficiencies, resulting in 
better bandwidth utilization. 
Multihop communication also enables us to derive maximal energy savings in 
the network by controlling the transmission power and limiting the broadcast over a 
short distance. 
The power received, PR, at a receiving antenna with a gain RG  at the distance d 










π ==  
Where: A is the effective area or aperture of the antenna, 24 λπAGR = , and the 
wavelength 
cf
c=λ  where c is the velocity of light and fc is the carrier 
frequency. 
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The equation shows that the minimum received power for a given signal to 
noise ratio is inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the sender 
and the receiver. For a given transmit power PT, the received power PR will decrease 
by an order of 4 if the distance between the sender and the receiver increases by an 
order of 2. Thus a transmission over a short hop distance is more energy conserving 
than a direct communication between two end points in the network. This may 
results in longer network lifetime. 
Another direct benefit of controlling power over a short range is that it can 
reduce the total interference level in a homogeneous multihop network with multiple 
communicating nodes and fixed traffic. This lesser interference can result in higher 
throughput and improved Quality of Service (QoS) in the network. 
In summary, multihop communication in wireless sensor networks is beneficial 
since it: 
• Conserves energy resources and increases the network lifetime. 
• Reduces interference. 
• Increases overall network throughput. 
• Allows access to all areas of the network.  
These characteristics bring many challenges in managing the share wireless 
medium of dense wireless sensor network.  
 
1.2 Motivation 
Many sensor networks are event-driven. Event-driven sensor networks operate 
under an idle or light load and then suddenly become active in response to an event. 
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The transport of the event reports are likely to lead to varying degrees of congestion 
in the network depending on the sensing application. It is during these periods of 
event happen that the likelihood of congestion is greatest and the information in 
transit of most importance to users. Usually, the reports generated by different nodes 
in the vicinity of an event are correlated. Therefore, not all the sensor nodes need to 
send their own report, indeed, only a few of them are enough for the sink to identify 
the event. Exploiting the node redundancy in dense wireless sensor network can 
improve its delay performance. By suppressing unnecessary report, we reduce the 
congestion level of the network and achieve energy savings as well. 
Furthermore, a sensor network is typically composed of a large number of 
sensor nodes which are randomly deployed and communicated with one another to 
send data to the sink. In this multihop transmission scenario, data packets that 
traverse through longer route (means through higher number of hops) are more 
important than the packet with shorter route. Then the relay node must treat them 
differently according to their importance level. In other word, the route-through 
traffic is more important than the originated traffic. However, existing MAC 
protocols treat all packets indifferently, that may lead to the degradation in delay 
performance and quality of service of the network. Therefore, it is a need to develop 
a MAC protocol that can handle this type of traffic load under this specific network 
scenario. 
 
1.3 Problem statement and proposed solutions 
Our goal is to develop a new MAC protocol that can minimize the time taken 
in delivering the first few required event reports in multihop, event-driven wireless 
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sensor networks. Being a CSMA-based MAC protocol, the first few successful slots 
in our protocol should be contention-free. Our protocol adopts the solution proposed 
in SIFT [33]: using fixed size contention window and an increasing probability 
distribution for picking a transmission slot within the window. The main issues that 
our protocol addresses are as follows: 
• In multihop transmission, the relay nodes have to route different data 
flows which have different priority levels. This may degrade the quality 
of service given to each data flow because of the random characteristics 
of CSMA-based MAC protocol. We propose a scheme for the assign 
different DCF inter frame space (DIFS, time needed to ensure that the 
wireless medium is idle) and contention window size (CW) to different 
data packet. This ensures that higher priority data packet will be 
transmitted earlier than the lower priority ones. 
• With redundant sensor network, the earlier in doing report suppression 
the better in delay performance. However, the suppression mechanism 
using explicit acknowledgement has usually done in later hop and result 
in higher delay. We present a new suppression mechanism using 
implicit acknowledgement (through overhearing, based on the 
broadcast nature of wireless communications) that can suppress almost 
all unnecessary reports at the first hop. This mechanism brings 
significant improvement to the delay performance of sensor network. 
We created several simulation topologies and studied the effects of different 
number of required reports by the application, sensing range and with or without 
using real adhoc routing on the delay performance of sensor network. From the 
simulation results we have shown that our proposed prioritized MAC protocol for 
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multihop, event-driven wireless sensor network effectively reduces the latency in 
delivering the first report by 3 times when the node’s sensing range is equal to its 
transmission range. 
 
1.4 Key contributions 
The main contributions of this thesis are as follows: 
• We introduce the priority level of packet based on how many hops it 
traversed. The higher number of hop, the higher level of priority that 
packet has. Then we packed the priority information to the packet 
header so that the following relay nodes can read and treat them 
differently. 
• We propose the different DCF inter frame space (DIFS) and contention 
window size (CW) to each traffic class. This help sensor nodes 
differentiate services to each packet according to its priority level. 
• We proposed the new report suppression mechanism based on the 
broadcast nature of wireless transmission. This mechanism work very 
efficiently in large-scale, event-driven wireless sensor network. 
 
1.5 Outline of the thesis 
In the present work, we focus on developing a new PSIFT MAC protocol to 
achieve low latency in delivering event report. The rest of this thesis is organized as 
follows. Chapter 2 introduces the fundamentals of MAC protocol for wireless sensor 
networks. We also reviews the various proposed MAC protocol for wireless sensor 
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networks in this chapter. Next, we present the detail design and characteristics of 
PSIFT in chapter 3. Chapter 3 also presents the performance analysis of the proposed 
PSIFT protocol. Then we introduce the new suppressing mechanism using 
overhearing and study the performance of PSIFT with this overhearing mechanism in 
chapter 4. Finally, we conclude this thesis with a summary and ideas for future 
research in chapter 5. 









Wireless sensor networks are characterized by large number of devices, 
unattended deployment, energy constraints, common device failures, frequent 
configuration changes, and a significant range of task dynamics. These 
characteristics of wireless sensor networks impose constraints on every aspect of the 
design of these networks, especially the protocol stack. In which, medium access 
control (MAC) is one of the most important protocol layers in wireless sensor 
networks. The MAC protocol defines how and when nodes may access the medium. 
It must ensure that nodes share the medium in such a way that application 
requirements are met. The MAC protocol has a large impact on the efficiency of the 
network. 
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2.1.1 Why existing MAC can not be used in wireless sensor 
networks? 
Traditional medium access control (MAC) protocols are not suitable for sensor 
networks because they differ from the classical ad hoc networks in some 
fundamental aspects: 
• Sensor nodes are always energy limited with battery power. They 
assume to be disposed when they are run out of battery instead of 
replacing or recharging them. 
• Messages exchanged inside a sensor network need guaranteed bounded 
delay. 
• Sensors may gather the same information and create a lot of redundant 
data. The optimization objective of MAC protocol must be changed 
from raw throughput to non-redundant data throughput that meeting the 
timing constraints. 
Many techniques have been developed for MAC over the years. Those applied 
to wireless networks fall under the following categories: Aloha, CSMA, CDMA, 
FDMA, and TDMA. The constraints imposed on wireless sensor networks limit the 
use of these protocols. Aloha and CSMA techniques are non-deterministic and so 
conflict with timeliness and power constraints. CDMA is complex and can not be 
implemented with the limited resources of wireless sensor nodes. FDMA is 
inefficient for periodic messages common in real-time systems. Traditional TDMA 
implementations are based on a table that determines which message has access to 
the network at any given time. Table TDMA is deterministic and efficient. 
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Furthermore, the table may be optimized for each node to include only the messages 
that it sends or receives. However, implementations are memory intensive. 
That is the motivation to use of a different family of MAC protocols than 
currently employed for wireless (ad hoc) networks (such as IEEE 802.11), in which 
throughput, latency, and per node fairness, are more important. The MAC protocol 
for wireless sensor networks should be efficient in terms of the resources it uses due 
to the constraints inherent in sensor networks. Another important attribute of MAC 
protocol is scalability and adaptability to changes in network size, node density and 
topology. Other typical important attributes include latency, throughput and 
bandwidth utilization. Recently, many MAC protocols have been proposed for 
wireless sensor networks under different objectives and techniques. Most of them 
concentrate on solving the power problem of wireless sensor networks to prolong the 
network lifetime. There are also some proposals working toward a latency issue, 
trying to achieve the low latency in delivering the sensed data. We now describe 
some of them in the following sessions. 
 
2.2 IEEE 802.11 Standard 
 The IEEE 802.11 [1] is a multiple access technique based on CSMA/CA 
(Collision Sense Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance) [3]. The basic access scheme 
is as follow (as shown in Figure 2.1): 
• When a node has a packet to transmit, it first senses the medium. If the 
medium is sensed idle for a distributed inter-frame spacing (DIFS) 
period, then the node can commence transmission immediately. 
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• If the medium is initially sensed busy, or becomes busy during the 
DIFS, the node defers transmission and continues to monitor the 
medium until the current transmission is over. 
• When the current transmission is over, the nodes wait for another DIFS, 
while monitoring the medium. If it is still sensed idle, the node selects a 
backoff period using a binary exponential backoff algorithm.  
 
Figure 2.1 IEEE 802.11 access scheme 
• At the end of the backoff, the node again senses the medium. If it is still 
free, the node can start transmission of a RTS. When two or more nodes 
select the same slot to start transmission, a collision occurs. 
• The destination node responds to the RTS with a CTS indicating that it 
is ready to receive the data. The sender node then completes the packet 
transmission. If this packet is received without errors, the destination 
node responds with an ACK.  
• If an ACK is not received before time out, the packet is assumed to be 
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if the RTS fails (receive no corresponding CTS), the node attempts to 
send the RTS again after a randomly selected backoff period. 
In the IEEE 802.11 protocol operation, several times of random selection for a 
backoff period may be needed before a packet transmission is successfully 
completed, especially when the number of nodes is large. In addition, the contention 
window size decreases when a node successfully tranmits its packet. With smaller 
window size, this node has higher probability to ocupy the channel than others. This 
results in unfairness in the network. 
 
Service differentiation for IEEE802.11 
In [46], Imad et. al. present a service differentiation scheme for IEEE 802.11 
[1]. In which they assign different distributed inter-frame spacing (DIFS) to different 
station based on its priority level such that high priority classes have smaller DIFS 
values so that it can be transmitted earlier. However, they only consider the node 
level so that all the packets that come from one node have the same priority. Thus, 
this scheme cannot provide different services to different priority data flows from the 
same node in the specific multihop transmission scenario of event-driven wireless 
sensor networks. 
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2.3 Energy efficient MAC protocols for wireless sensor 
networks 
2.3.1 Energy Conservation Principles 
Wireless nodes typically have limited energy for communications because of 
the short battery lifetimes. Conserving battery power should be a crucial 
consideration in designing protocols for wireless communications. This issue should 
be considered through all layers of the protocol stack, including the application layer. 
The chief sources of energy consumption in the sensor node considered for MAC 
related activities are the transmitter and the receiver. The radio can operate in three 
modes: standby, receive, and transmit. In general, the radio consumes more power in 
the transmit mode than in the receive mode, and consumes least power in the standby 
mode. The objective of MAC protocol design should be minimizing energy 
consumption while maximizing protocol performance. The protocol should be 
defined such that energy consumption due to the transceiver is low. The following 
are some principles that may be observed to conserve energy at the MAC level: 
• Collision should be eliminated as far as possible since it results in 
retransmission that leads to unnecessary energy consumption and also 
to possibly unbounded delays. Note that retransmission cannot be 
completely avoided due to the high link error-rates. For instance, 
collision-based random access could be limited to new user registration. 
• In a typical wireless broadcast environment, the receiver has to be 
powered on at all times resulting in significant energy consumption. 
The receiver subsystem typically receives all packets and forwards only 
the packets destined for this node. One possible way to reduce receiver 
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power-on time is to broadcast a data transmission schedule for each 
node. This will enable a node to be in standby mode except during its 
allotted slots. 
• Significant time and power is spent by radio in switching from transmit 
to receive modes, and vice-versa. This turnaround is a crucial factor in 
the performance of the protocol. A protocol which allocates permission 
on a slot-by-slot basis will suffer significant overhead due to 
turnaround. In order to reduce turnaround, a mobile should be allocated 
contiguous slots for transmission and reception whenever possible. 
• If reservations are used to request bandwidth, it will be more efficient 
(power-wise and bandwidth-wise) to request multiple cells with a single 
reservation packet. This suggests that the wireless node should request 
larger chunks of bandwidth to reduce the reservation overhead leading 
to better bandwidth and energy consumption efficiency. 
There are several protocols that aim at improving the energy efficient of 
wireless sensor networks have been designed in literature. They use different 
techniques to achieve the designing goal. We review some of them in following 
session. 
2.3.2 Sensor-MAC protocol 
In [28], Ye et al. propose an energy efficient Sensor-MAC (S-MAC) protocol 
designed for wireless sensor networks. They identify the four following sources of 
energy wastage: 
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• Collisions: where the sensors waste energy in retransmitting the 
collided messages. 
• Overhearing: where the sensors listen messages that were not 
intended for them. 
• Idle listening: where the idle sensors need to listen to the medium in 
order to receive the messages destined for them. 
• Control packet overhead: where energy is spent in transmitting 
control messages. 
S-MAC tries to reduce the waste of energy from all four above sources and can 
accept reduction in both per hop fairness and latency. To do that, S-MAC uses three 
novel techniques in order to reduce the energy consumption and support self 
configuration as follow: 
• Periodic listen and sleep: (to reduce energy spent in idle listening). In 
the sleep period, sensor node switches off its radio to save energy. 
Neighboring nodes form virtual clusters to auto synchronize on sleep 
schedule. If two neighboring nodes reside in two different virtual 
clusters, they wake up at listen periods of both clusters. A drawback of 
S-MAC algorithm is the possibility of following two different 
schedules, which results in more energy consumption via idle listening 
and overhearing. 
• Using in-channel signaling to allow some neighboring sensors to sleep 
while one sensor is transmitting messages for other sensors (to reduce 
overhearing). 
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• Apply message-passing model, where long messages are divided into 
frames and sent in burst, in order to reduce the latency perceived by the 
applications (that require store-and-forward processing as data move 
through the network).  This may result in unfairness in medium access. 
However, message-passing can achieve energy savings by reducing 
overhead and avoiding overhearing. 
The basic model of S-MAC is similar to CSMA protocol with RTS/CTS to 
avoid collisions. With these novel ideas, S-MAC reduces energy consumption 
significantly and also has good scalability and collision avoidance by utilizing a 
combined scheduling and contention-based scheme. However, S-MAC has to trade 
off between the energy savings and the increased latency. Since the nodes 
periodically sleep, when a sender gets a packet to transmit, it must wait until the 
receiver wakes up which then introduces the sleep delay. As the sleep time increases, 
S-MAC achieves higher energy efficient as well as suffers more delay. Even if the 
sleep time is zero (no sleeping) there is still a delay because contention only starts at 
the beginning of each listen interval. The sleep delay results in high overall latency, 
especially for multi-hop transmission, since all immediate nodes have their own 
sleep schedules. Adaptive listening technique is also proposed in [29] to improve the 
sleep delay, and thus the overall latency. In that technique, the node who overhears 
its neighbor’s transmissions wakes up for a short time at the end of the transmission. 
Hence, if the node is the next-hop node, its neighbor could pass data immediately. 
However adaptive listening incurs overhearing and idle listening if the packet is not 
destined to the listening node. 
Another disadvantage of S-MAC is that sleep and listen periods of all nodes 
are predefined and constant (fixed duty cycle), which decreases the efficiency of the 
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algorithm under variable traffic load. We next describe the protocol that 
automatically adapts the duty cycle to the network traffic. 
2.3.3 Timeout-MAC protocol 
In [30], T. van Dam and K. Langendoen propose an adaptive energy efficient 
MAC protocol (T-MAC) which automatically adapts the duty cycle to the network 
traffic. As with S-MAC [28], nodes form a virtual cluster to synchronize themselves 
on the beginning of a frame. But instead of using a fixed-length active period, T-
MAC uses a time-out mechanism to dynamically determine the end of the active 
period. The time-out value, TA, is set to span a small contention period and an 
RTS/CTS exchange. If a node does not detect any activity (an incoming message or a 
collision) within interval TA, it can safely assume that no neighbor wants to 
communicate with it and goes to sleep. On the other hand, if the node engages or 
overhears a communication, it simply starts a new time-out after that communication 
finishes. 
The adaptive duty-cycle allows T-MAC to adjust to fluctuations in network 
traffic, both in time (physical events trigger neighbor-to-neighbor communication) 
and in space (nodes close to the sink relay more traffic than edge nodes). S-MAC, on 
the other hand, operates with a single active-time for all nodes, which must be 
chosen conservatively to handle worst-case traffic. The down-side of T-MAC’s 
aggressive power-down policy, however, is that nodes often go to sleep too early: 
when a node S wants to send a message to R but loses contention to a third node N 
that is not a common neighbor, S must remain silent and S goes to sleep. After N 
finishes its transmission, S will send out an RTS to sleeping node R and receive no 
matching CTS. Hence, S must wait until the next frame to try again. T-MAC also 
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includes two measures to alleviate this so called early-sleeping problem, but 
nevertheless favors energy-savings over latency/throughput much more strongly than 
S-MAC. 
2.3.4 Energy and Rate based MAC protocol [31] 
Both S-MAC and T-MAC treat all nodes equally with respect to energy 
conservation at a single given node. However, over a period of time, there are several 
nodes that deplete their energy faster than others and they must be treated differently 
to prolong the network lifetime. The energy and rate based MAC protocol (ER-
MAC), proposed by R. Kannan, R. Kalidindi and S. S. Iyengar in [31], is based on 
that crucial observation. 
ER-MAC exploits the inherent features of TDMA to avoid the main sources of 
energy wastage: collision and control packet overhead. It also uses the concept of 
periodic listen and sleep in order to avoid idle listening and overhearing and treats 
the critical nodes differently in a distributed manner. ER-MAC introduces a new 
notion: energy-criticality of a node which is a measure of the lifetime of the node. 
The energy-criticality of a node is a function of its residual energies and packet flow 
rates (traffic) of its neighbors. 
A more critical node should be used less frequently in relaying packet in order 
to accomplish load balancing. ER-MAC performs a local election procedure and 
chooses the worst-off nodes as the winners and makes them sleep more than the 
other neighboring nodes. Since the election procedure is fully integrated with the 
TDMA slot assignment, this protocol suffers no extra throughput loss. 
The key idea of ER-MAC is that a more critical node is assigned more 
transmission slots than its neighbors. During these slots, the node will be idle thereby 
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reducing its energy costs due to listening. Non-critical nodes are assigned fewer 
transmission slots. Since they are listening more frequently, future traffic will be 
predominantly routed through them, thereby balancing energy consumption across 
the link layer. This adaptive slot assignment allows the energy management strategy 
to vary as the traffic and residual energy levels change and prolong the network life 
time. However, the authors only designed and tested ER-MAC on low node’s density 
(100 nodes over a 1000m*1000m area), ER-MAC may have problem on large scale 
network. 
2.3.5 Traffic-Adaptive MAC Protocol (TRAMA) 
TRAMA [7] is a TDMA-based MAC and proposed to increase the utilization 
of classical TDMA in an energy efficient manner. It is similar to Node Activation 
Multiple Access (NAMA) [6], where for each time slot a distributed election 
algorithm is used to select one transmitter within two-hop neighbors. This kind of 
election eliminates the hidden terminal problem and hence, ensures all nodes in the 
one-hop neighborhood of the transmitter will receive data without any collision. 
However, NAMA is not energy efficient, and incurs overhearing.  
In TRAMA, time is divided into random-access and scheduled-access 
(transmission) periods. Random-access period is used to establish two-hop topology 
information where channel access is contention-based. Scheduled-access period is 
divided into transmission slots in which the winner node transmits its data. 
The approach taken by Rajendran et al. in the TRAMA protocol [7] is to 
replicate the scheduling process over all nodes within the network. Nodes regularly 
broadcast energy-efficient medium access control information about (long-running) 
traffic flows routed through them and the identities of their one-hop neighbors. This 
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results in each node being informed about the demands of its one-hop neighbors and 
the identity of its two-hop neighbors. This information is sufficient to determine a 
collision-free slot assignment by means of a distributed hash function that computes 
the winner (i.e. sender) of each slot based on the node identities and slot number. 
During execution, the schedule may be adapted to match actual traffic conditions: 
nodes with little traffic may release their slot for the remainder of the frame for use 
by other overloaded nodes.  
With this algorithm, TRAMA achieves higher percentage of sleep time and less 
collision probability compared to other CSMA based protocols. This helps to 
improve nodes lifetime but introduces a high complex slot assignment algorithm. 
Although TRAMA achieves high channel utilization, it does so at the expense 
of considerable latency due to higher percentage of sleep times. 
2.3.6 Data-gathering MAC protocol 
In [32], Lu et. al. propose the Data-gathering MAC protocol (DMAC). The 
goal of DMAC [32] is to achieve very low latency, but still to be energy efficient. 
For energy efficiency and ease of use, DMAC includes an adaptive duty cycle like T-
MAC [30]. In addition, it provides low node-to-sink latency, which is achieved by 
supporting one convergecast communication pattern only. Convergecast is the 
mostly observed communication pattern within sensor networks. These 
unidirectional paths from possible sources to the sink could be represented as data 
gathering trees.  
DMAC could be summarized as an improved Slotted Aloha algorithm [4] 
where slots are assigned to the sets of nodes based on a data gathering tree rooting at 
the sink node as shown in Figure 2.2. Hence, during receive period of a node, all of 
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its child nodes has transmit periods and contend for the medium. Low latency is 
achieved by assigning subsequent slots to the nodes that are successive in the data 
transmission path (staggering). This arrangement allows a single message from a 






 Figure 2.2 A data gathering tree with staggered DMAC slots 
DMAC also includes an overflow mechanism to handle multiple messages in 
the tree. In essence a node will stay awake for one more slot after relaying a 
message, so in the case of two children contending for their parent’s receive slot, the 
losing one will get a second chance. To account for interference, the overflow slot is 
not scheduled back to back with the send slot, but instead, receive slots are scheduled 
5 slots apart. The overflow policy automatically takes care of adapting to the traffic 
load, much like T-MAC’s extension of the active period. 
The results reported in [32] show that DMAC achieves very good latency (due 
to the staggered schedules), throughput, and energy-efficiency (due to the 
adaptability). It remains to be seen if DMAC can be enhanced to support other 
communications patterns than convergecast equally well. 
The drawback of DMAC is that collision avoidance methods are not utilized. 
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gathering tree) try to send to the same node, collisions will occur. This scenario 
happens frequently in event-driven wireless sensor networks. Besides, the data 
transmission paths may not be known in advance, which precludes the formation of 
the data gathering tree. 
We repeat that wireless sensor networks have many different characteristics 
than other type of wireless networks. In wireless sensor networks, sensor nodes are 
deployed in high density with event-driven work load in which events occur 
infrequently relative to the time needed to deliver event reports. Thus, when the 
interest event happens, multiple sensors within the range observe the same event and 
compete to send messages reporting the event. Furthermore, not all the sensing nodes 
need to report the event. However, none of the mentioned MAC protocols handles 
the above constraints adequately as well as utilizes the above advantage of wireless 
sensor networks. Next we present SIFT, a MAC protocol that designed with above 
observations in mind. 
 
2.4 SIFT – A low latency MAC protocol for event-driven 
wireless sensor networks 
2.4.1 SIFT design 
SIFT [33] is a MAC protocol proposed for event-driven wireless sensor 
network environments. The motivation behind the SIFT is that when an event is 
sensed, only the first R of N potential reports (from N nodes sensed an event and 
contend to transmit on the channel) is the crucial part of messaging and has to be 
transmitted with low latency. The remaining (N-R) nodes can suppress their 
transmissions to lower the offer load to the network. 
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The key idea of SIFT [33] to reduce the latency in delivery of event reports 
is the use of a small, fixed size contention window and a non-uniform probability 
distribution function of picking a slot within the contention window. SIFT is a 
non-persistent CSMA protocol, but it does not use a time-varying contention 
window (CW) from which a node randomly picks a transmission slot. Rather, to 
reduce the latency for the delivery of event reports, the authors use a small, fixed-
size contention window and a non-uniform probability distribution function of 
picking a slot within the contention window. If no node starts to transmit in the first 
slot of the window, then each node increases its transmission probability 
exponentially for the next slot assuming that the number of competing nodes is 
small. 
Jamieson et. al. proposed a non-uniform, geometrically-increasing 
probability distribution for picking a transmitting slot within the contention 














−−= CWNα  and Nmax is the largest number of contender 
nodes that SIFT can handle. 
So the later slots have higher probability. This means that with large number of 
contenders (N), the success will be in early slots and collision in later slots. With 
small number of N, the success will be in later slots (near CW) since the probability 
of early slot is too small. This probability distribution ensures that, for any N, and 
no matter how fast N changes, a collision free transmission is likely. In other 
words, SIFT try to reduce the latency of the first few success nodes by severely limit 
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the number of contenders choosing the first (CW-1) slots and most contenders choose 
the last slot.  
In short, SIFT is a novel method for contention slot assignment. Using its 
unique probability distribution, SIFT ensures that there are always have some 
contention free slots. In other word, there are always some nodes that successfully 
transmit their reports with low latency. By suppressing other unnecessary reports, 
SIFT achieve energy savings as well. Before consider the advantages and the 
drawbacks of SIFT, we duplicate some result from the paper [33] and present in next 
session. 
2.4.2 Simulation results 
We duplicate some result from the SIFT paper using NS-2 version 2.26 [49]. In 
our simulation, data packet size is 40 bytes; RTS/CTS is disable and all nodes are 
within the range of a common base station. All experimental results average of 10 
realizations using different random seeds for each realization. 
A. Throughput experiment 
We now compare the throughput achieved by SIFT and IEEE 802.11 [1] under 
constant-bit-rate (CBR) traffic where all reports are required to be sent to the base 
station. In this experiment, we measure throughput on a non-event-driven workload 
where 2, 8, and 32 CBR flows compete to send as much data as possible using SIFT 
and IEEE 802.11. The result is plotted in Figure 2.3. 
We can see from the Figure 2.3 that SIFT loses throughput compared to IEEE 
802.11 when the number of competing CBR flows is extremely small (2 sources), 
because the winning station likely wins a late slot in the case of SIFT. And SIFT 
outperforms IEEE 802.11 in terms of raw throughput when the number of traffic 
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sources increases. This is because SIFT does not incur many collisions. In addition, 
when N increases, SIFT’s distribution makes the winning slot number decrease, 
results in less wasted aggregate bandwidth. 
 
 




















(a) 2 CBR sources 




















(b) 8 CBR sources 
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Figure 2.3 Packet delivery ratio as a function of per-sender CBR traffic rate 
 
B. Latency experiments 
We also measure the time to receive one event report (R = 1) while varying the 
number of sensors that report the event (N). This experiment is independent of the 
workload we choose, provided that the workload does not saturate the wireless 
channel (Figure 2.4). 
As shown in Figure 2.4, as the number of nodes reporting the event grows, the 
latency observed by IEEE 802.11 increases sharply, whereas SIFT performs well 
over a large range of N since SIFT does not need time to adapt to large N. 




















(c) 32 CBR sources 
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Figure 2.4 Average delay as a function of the number of sensors activated 
to report an event 
We next measure the time taken to receive R (R varying) event reports when 
the number of nodes reporting the event is 128 and all sensors detect the event at the 
same time and plot in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5 Average delay as a function of the number of event reports required 
 
We can see from Figure 2.5 that SIFT achieves better latency as well as 
throughput than IEEE 802.11 in this scenario. 
 
C. Fairness experiments 
We duplicate the experiment to evaluate whether SIFT allocates bandwidth to 
nodes fairly by placing some even number of nodes in the same radio range, and set 
up a traffic pattern where each node is either a traffic source or a traffic sink (there 
are half as many flows as there are nodes). We assume that the offered load is much 
more than the available wireless capacity.  
 
 







(a) 8 nodes 





















































(b) 32 nodes 




Figure 2.6 Fairness comparison 
Figure 2.6 shows the throughput achieved by each node in six seconds as a 
function of the cardinal node identifier. We can see that SIFT outperforms IEEE 
802.11 in term of fairness. However, SIFT does not achieve a perfectly-fair 
bandwidth allocation. 
The above simulation results show that SIFT outperforms IEEE 802.11 when 
the number of contender nodes is large. SIFT also decreases latency considerably 
when there are many nodes trying to send a report. However, SIFT still has several 
drawbacks. We will discuss this issue in the next session. 
 
























(c) 64 nodes 
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2.4.3 Problem of SIFT and our proposed protocol - PSIFT 
The first drawback of SIFT is the increased idle listening caused by listening 
all slots before sending. 
The second drawback is the increased overhearing. When there is an ongoing 
transmission, nodes must listen till its end to be able to send which causes 
overhearing. Besides, system-wide time synchronization is needed for slotted 
contention windows. That is why the implementation complexity of SIFT would be 
increased for the protocols not utilizing time synchronization. 
Moreover, the authors design SIFT for working with only one hop 
communication. They assume that all nodes in the range of the base station and 
compete to send to this only one sink. In addition, all nodes are assumed to sense the 
same event at the same time, thus the successful report can be randomly selected 
among them. 
In case of contender nodes have different data to send, i.e. it comes from the 
previous relay nodes or the new reports of the same or different events, the relay 
nodes cannot route different data flows at the same time since SIFT treats them 
equally. Because of the random nature of SIFT, some of the data will be suppressed 
and cannot reach the sink, this lead to lose data. To solve this problem, SIFT should 
treat different data flows differently. This is the motivation to develop the new 
Prioritized-SIFT (PSIFT) that can handle different priority level data flows. The 
operation of PSIFT is as follow: 
Each packet of the data flow is assigned its own priority level. Higher packet 
priority level means it has higher priority. Packet that travel over the longer route 
should be transmitted earlier because of the characteristics of PSIFT protocol (only a 
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certain number of report need to forward, so as the number of hops increase, the 
importance of packet also increases). Thus, each time packet is route through a relay 
node, its priority level increases. 
PSIFT is design to ensure that nodes have the highest priority level data will 
have a chance to transmit first, followed by the lower ones. PSIFT using the same 
idea of the basic access scheme (DCF) proposed in IEEE 802.11 (using different IFS 
periods to separate transmissions). The novel solution that PSIFT proposed is to 
assign priority level to each packet so that relay node can handle them differently 
(even from the same node: between route-through and originated packets). PSIFT 
uses different DIFS values for different traffic classes so that high priority classes 
have smaller DIFS values. And each priority class uses different contention window 
sizes. The DIFS of a lower priority flow is defined as the sum of the DIFS of its 
previous level priority flow and contention window of higher priority flows (CWh):  
DIFSj = DIFSj-1 + CWh. 
Using this scheme, the higher priority packets will always be transmitted 
before the lower priority ones. This is the goal of PSIFT protocol. 
We will discuss more detail about our protocol in the next chapter. 





3 PSIFT – A Prioritized MAC Protocol 
for Multihop, Event-driven Wireless 
Sensor Networks 
 
3.1 PSIFT design 
PSIFT is a CSMA-based MAC protocol. In which, time after any transmission 
is divided into CW contention slots. When a node has data to send, it will sense the 
medium for idle state. If the radio channel remains free for a DCF Inter-Frame Space 
(DIFS) period, node will randomly pick a contention slot r within the contention 
window based on its probability distribution for choosing contention slot. That node 
begins its transmission at slot r if the channel still remains free during the slots prior 
to slot r. Collision happen when there are more than one node pick the same slot. If 
the channel is busy or becomes busy during sensing, the packet transmission has to 
be postponed until the channel becomes free. Different CSMA-based MAC protocol 
control the value of CW differently and use different distributions. 
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We design PSIFT to utilize the node redundancy characteristics of wireless 
sensor network. Our protocol targeted in minimizing the latency in delivering the 
first few reports only. To fulfill this, we adopt the idea of using fixed size contention 
window and a geometrically increasing probability distribution for picking a 
transmission slot within the contention window proposed in [33] by Tay et. al. The 














−−= CWNα  
Where: Nmax is the maximum number of nodes that this distribution 
can support. 
This distribution ensures that the later slots have higher probability. This means 
that the higher number of contender nodes choose the later slots and only a few of 
them chooses the earlier ones. In other word, the success will be in early slots and 
collision in later slots. Thus, there are always some contention free slots and the 
contender nodes that choose these slots will always win the medium to send their 
reports. After some required reports are successfully transmitted, we suppress 
unnecessary report (compress data) to reduce the offer load of the network and 
achieve energy savings as well. 
PSIFT is designed for working in multihop transmission scenario. In which the 
route-through traffic is more important than the originated traffic. The higher number 
of hop that it traversed, the higher level of priority that packet has. We then packed 
the priority information to the packet header so that the following relay nodes can 
read and treat them differently according to this information. 
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PSIFT assigns each packet of the data flow its own priority level. Higher 
packet priority level means it has higher priority. In our protocol, only a certain 
number of reports need to be delivered. Therefore, as the number of hops increases, 
the importance of packet also increases. Thus, each time packet is routed through a 
relay node, its priority level increases. Figure 3.1 shows an example of marking 
priority level as the data packet routed to the sink.  
 
Figure 3.1 Priority level of data packet 
 
PSIFT is designed to ensure that the higher priority level data will have a 
chance to transmit earlier, followed by the lower ones. PSIFT employs the same idea 
of the basic access scheme (DCF) proposed in IEEE802.11 [1]: using different inter 
frame space periods to separate transmissions. The novel solution that PSIFT 
proposed is to assign priority level to each packet so that relay nodes can handle 
them differently. Packets from the same source may have different priority level: 
from the route-through and originated flows. PSIFT uses different DIFS values for 
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means they only need to wait shorter to verify that the wireless channel are currently 
free). And each priority class uses different fixed-size contention window size. The 
DIFS of a lower priority flow is defined as the sum of the DIFS of its previous level 
priority flow and contention window of previous level priority flow (as shown in 
Figure 3.2): 
 DIFSj = DIFSj+1 + CWj+1 
 
Figure 3.2 Assigning different DIFS values to each priority class 
Using this scheme, PSIFT ensures that the higher priority packets will always 
be transmitted before the lower priority ones. 
 
3.2 PSIFT description 
In this thesis, we only evaluate performance of PSIFT with maximum of 4 
priority levels. The lowest priority level is 0, which is assign to the packet at the 1st 
hop. And each time a packet traverses one more hop, its priority level increase by 
one. Table 3.1 lists the detail specifications of each priority level. Where SIFS 
duration and slot time (Slot) are adopted in IEEE 802.11 standard and the lowest 
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Priority level j 
Priority level 0 
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Also in Figure 3.3, we draw the relationship of the DIFS value and the 





















4th 3 = SIFS+2*Slot 4 56 
Table 3.1 Detail implementation of PSIFT 
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Priority level 0 
Priority level 1 
DIFS1 
CW1 
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3.2.1 RTS/CTS hand-shaking 
In multihop wireless transmission scenarios, the hidden and exposed node 
problems are serious. 
A hidden node is one that is within the range of the intended receiver node but 
out of the range of the sender node. Hidden node leads to collision at the destination 
node and not necessarily heard by the sender node. 
Consider an example of hidden node in Figure 3.4. Node N3 can hear both N1 
and N2 but N1 and N2 cannot hear each other. Also, N3 and N4 cannot hear each 
other. N1 wants to send a packet to N3 and N2 also wants to send another packet to 
N4. In this case, we can say “N1 and N2 are hidden from each other”. But, only N2 
is a hidden node according to the definition above. This is because the receiver node 
of N1, i.e., N3 is within the range of N2 but the receiver node of N2, i.e., N4 is not 
within the range of other sender node. 
 
Figure 3.4 Hidden node problem 
 
An exposed node is complementary to hidden nodes. An exposed node is one 
that is within the range of the sender node but out of range of the receiver node. 
Exposed node leads to excessive conservation in collision detection. 
N1 N3 N2
N4 
Hidden node Receiver nodeSender node
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Consider the same topology, node N3 can hear both N1 and N2 but N1 and N2 
cannot hear each other. Also, N3 and N4 cannot hear each other (shown in Figure 
3.5). N3 wants to send a packet to N1 and N2 also wants to send another packet to 
N4. In this case, N2 is a exposed node according to the definition above. This is 
because the N2 is not within the range of the receiver node N1 and thus will not 
affect the reception at N1. But, N2 is exposed to the transmission from N3 and think 
it will affect the reception at N3’s receiver node, i.e., N1. 
 
Figure 3.5 Exposed node problem 
To minimize the hidden and exposed nodes effect we enable the three ways 
handshaking mechanism RTS/CTS/ACK. We are not only used the PSIFT 
probability distribution to compete on sending data (report) packet, but used it to 
compete on sending RTS packet also. 
3.2.2 Suppressing reports using acknowledgement (explicit ACK) 
Implementing report suppression is a crucial part of our proposed protocol – 
PSIFT. PSIFT performs extremely well with the workload in which sensor nodes 
suppress their event report after a certain number of reports (nr) have been sent. This 
number depends on the application. The earlier in doing suppression, the better 
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There is an intuitive way in doing report suppression using acknowledgement 
packet (ACK). After a sensor node hears nr acknowledgement packets from the relay 
node (for those data packet delivered), it suppresses its report and removes its report 




Figure 3.6 Report suppression mechanism using acknowledgement packets 
 
To illustrate this mechanism, let us consider the simple wireless sensor network 
consisting 3 nodes A, B, R and a sink S. All the sensor nodes are the same type, with 
the same sensing range and transmission range. When an event happens, both node A 
and B can sense this event, they generate and send a report packet to the sink S. 
Assume node B wins the medium and transmits its report to the sink via node R as its 
next hop. Right after node R received a packet, it sends back an ACK packet to node 
B. In wireless sensor network, the small size, low cost sensor node can only be 
equipped with omni-directional antenna thus it only has capable of transmitting in 
broadcast mode. Therefore, not only node B but all the 1-hop neighbors of node R 
can hear this ACK packet. If A is one of those neighbor nodes, A can suppress its 
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transmission range of node R, so it cannot hear the ACK from R and keep competing 
to send its report instead of suppressing it. This leads to energy wastage and may 
increase collision. This is the drawback of the report suppression mechanism using 
acknowledgement packets. 
In real, complicated wireless sensor network with a large number of nodes, the 
suppression mechanism using acknowledgement only can work well at the node 
located at the converged point of the routing tree. Those nodes are closed to the sink, 
or even the sink. This leads to high degree of collision throughout the network and 
high latency in delivering event reports with large number of contender nodes. We 
can mitigate this effect by setting the transmission route like the data gathering tree 
rooted at the sink. However, using fix routing tree will use up energy of those nodes 
near the root tree. This may reduce the network lifetime if the network consists of the 
same limited-battery sensor nodes. Hence, the suppressing mechanism using ACK 
only can work well in the cluster-based wireless sensor network in which the cluster 
heads have less energy constrained than those normal nodes. We will present some 
simulation results in using this mechanism with fix routing tree in chapter 3. 
 
3.3 Simulation results and analysis 
We implement PSIFT in NS-2 (Network Simulator 2) to evaluate the 
performance of new PSIFT protocol. We also set up identical network scenarios to 
compare the performance of PSIFT and IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. 
In the experiments described in following paragraphs, we compare PSIFT with 
the existing IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol in term of throughput (packet delivery ratio) 
and latency in delivering report packet under different workload types. 
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3.3.1 Simulation topology 
In our simulation, sensor nodes are randomly distributed in a [150m × 150m] 
flat area. The sink node is located at the right edge (shown in Figure 4.1). The 
transmission range of each node is set to be 50m using two-ray-ground propagation 
model. In addition, all sensor nodes are static. When a node senses an event 
happened, it sends a report packet to the sink. This can ensure the longest path that a 
report packet has to travel to the sink is 4 hops (4 is the maximum number of priority 
levels that PSIFT can support in this simulation). 
We only interest in performance of MAC protocol in multihop scenario, so we 
fix the routing between each sensor node to the sink similar to a data gathering tree 
to reduce effect of real adhoc routing protocol (which can severely impose routing 
header to the offer load to the network). The routing tree is constructed by each node 
choosing from its neighbors the node closest to the sink as its next hop. Figure 3.7 is 
an example of the routing paths between 64 sensor nodes deployed in the simulation 
area. 
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Figure 3.7 Random routing tree of 64 nodes 
 
3.3.2 Simulation details 
We ran simulation using NS-2 version 2.26 [49]. In our experiments, the 
collision avoidance mechanism (RTS/CTS) is enabling for both PSIFT and IEEE 
802.11 MAC protocol. Simulation time is 100 seconds. All experimental results 
average of 20 realizations using different random seeds for each realization. 
Table 3.2 shows the list of the parameters we varied to study the effect of the 
proposed protocol on the simulated network. 
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Symbol Meaning 
na Number of nodes responding to each event 
nr Number of reports required 
d Sensing range of a sensor node 
Table 3.2 Simulation parameters 
Event-driven workload 
In order to simulate the events reflective of what happen in the real sensor 
networks, we use the event-driven workload to evaluate our protocol. In response to 
an event happen in the simulation area, those sensor nodes within d meters (d is 
sensing range of the sensor) from location of the event send a report packet to the 
sink. After a node hears nr acknowledgements from the following relay hops, it 
suppresses its report (removing report packet from its transmit queue). 
3.3.3 Latency experiments 
This experiment was run with event-driven workload. There are 128 sensor 
nodes placed uniformly at random on a simulation scenario. Each time when an 
interested event happened, all sensors within d meters of the location of that event 
send a 40bytes report packet to the sink. We then measure the time taken to deliver 
nr event reports to the sink when we vary the number of report required nr and the 
sensing range d of sensor nodes using IEEE 802.11 and PSIFT respectively. This 
experiment is independent of the offer load we choose, provided that the offer load 
does not saturate the wireless channel. The simulation results are shown in Figure 
3.8 and 3.9. We can see that PSIFT achieves better latency than IEEE 802.11 in this 
scenario. 
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In Figure 3.8, we plot the average delay measure at the sink as a function of 
sensing range of sensor node when 1 report is required. As the sensing range 
increases (means that the number of sensor node responded to the event increases), 
the latency curve of PSIFT protocol keeps rather flat at very low value of about 
5.8ms whereas the latency obtained with IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol increases 
sharply. This is because the contention window of IEEE 802.11 needs to grow to 
resolve contention between the contender nodes. This leads to the higher latency in 
delivering event report packet to the sink. On the contrary, with fix size contention 
window and the unique probability distribution of choosing contention slot within 
this window, PSIFT can always successful in delivering the first packet with low 
latency. When the sensing range equals to the transmission range, PSIFT achieves 
the 3 times latency reduction as compared with IEEE 802.11. 
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Figure 3.8 Average delay when 1 report is required 
We also plot the average delay as a function of the number of event reports 
required when we fix the sensing range at 45m in Figure 3.9. It shows that even with 
the higher number of reports required, PSIFT outperforms IEEE 802.11 in term of 
the end-to-end delay. 
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Figure 3.9 Average delay with the sensing range of 45m 
The PSIFT protocol works well in above experiments because of the packet 
suppression mechanism. This mechanism is extremely good in case of the sending 
nodes are located around the coordinator node (next hop). Now we want to consider 
the case when the sending nodes are scattered throughout the network. In this 
experiment, we randomly place 128 nodes in the simulation area. From which we 
choose a certain number of nodes (na) to send a packet to the sink. For example, at 
every 0.5 second during the simulation time of 100 seconds, we randomly choose 16 
nodes to send a 40bytes packet to the sink. Then we measure the latency in 
delivering one report packet to the sink when varying the number of sending nodes 
(na). The simulation result is shown in Figure 3.10. We also measure the time taken 
to receive nr event reports at the sink when the number of nodes reporting the event 
is 32 and plot in Figure 3.11. This experiment show that PSIFT achieves better 
latency than 802.11 even in case of reporting nodes are scatter around the simulation 
area (not in the same region around the location of event). 
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Figure 3.10 Average delay as a function of the number of attempted reports 
and 1 report is required 























Figure 3.11 Average delay as a function of the number of reports required 
when 32 nodes send report 
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The above experiments were run when sensor nodes were able to sense an 
event at exactly the same time. In reality, when nodes sense an event, their 
observations will be different in time due to propagation delays in the environment, 
variation of sensor’s electronics, and software on the sensor nodes themselves. 
Consequently, the time that the sensors attempt to report the event will also be 
desynchronized. Thus, in the next experiment, we add a random delay to the time a 
sensor node sends an event report to see whether or not it affects performance of 
PSIFT. The number of nodes is 128 and sensing range of each node is 45m. 
Figure 3.12 shows the delay in delivering 5 reports of an event as a function of 
the maximum variation in event sensing time. We can see that the performance of 
both protocols does not change much according to variation in event sensing time. 
This means that variation to the event sensing times does not increase latency much. 
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Figure 3.12 Average delay as a function of the maximum variation of the time 
that each sensor reports the event 
 
All the above experiments are deal with the end-to-end delay, now we 
investigate more detail about the performance of PSIFT: hop-by-hop latency to 
evaluate the novel ideal in PSIFT design of adding priority level to each data packet 
transmitted over the network and treats different priority packets differently. In this 
experiment, we measure the latency in delivering each priority level packet both 
throughout the network and at the sink (we consider the sink instead of the other 
intermediate nodes because of the characteristic of our simulation scenarios that 
only the sink has to handle packets from all priority levels) when we vary node’s 
sensing range and only 1 report required. The simulation results plot in Figure 3.13a 
show that the latency of those packets travel through hop 2, 3 and 4 in IEEE 802.11 
MAC protocol are much higher than those in PSIFT. They also increase sharply as 
the sensing range of sensor nodes increases. Whereas, with PSIFT, the latency in 
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delivering the report packet through each hop (or delivering each priority level 
packet) is almost the same (only a lightly grow as node’s sensing range increases). 
Furthermore, latency in delivering a higher priority packet is less than the lower 
priority one (see Figure 3.13c for detail). This is because of the novel design of 
PSIFT: higher priority packet has smaller DIFS value and smaller contention 
window size. Hence, lower priority packet needs to wait longer and it has longer 
latency. The second reason is that PSIFT severely reduces the number of report 
packets needed to transmit over the network by the packet suppression mechanism: 
the unnecessary report will be suppress when a sensor node receives enough nr 
report acknowledgements. This will lead to the smaller number of overhead 
throughout the network. Figure 3.15 plots the number of report packets and 
overheads of both PSIFT and IEEE 802.11 protocols to illustrate for the above 
reason. PSIFT has smaller offer load and overhead, this means that it has fewer 
collisions as compare with IEEE 802.11, resulting in the latency in PSIFT is smaller 
than IEEE 802.11. PSIFT is also better in energy savings as well. 














Figure 3.13a. Average hop-by-hop delay as a function of the sensing range 
and 1 report required 
However, IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol is better than PSIFT in term of first hop 
packet latency. As can be seen in Figure 3.13b, the first hop latency in IEEE 802.11 
is less than in PSIFT. But its value becomes closer to that value in PSIFT when the 
sensing range of sensor node increases. It is because of the DIFS value for first hop 
packet in PSIFT is larger than in IEEE 802.11 (characteristics of PSIFT design). 
Thus, in PSIFT, those packets need to wait longer duration to know that the medium 
is idle. This will increase latency of the packet. In addition, when node’s sensing 
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range grows, the number of contender nodes increases that make contention window 
of IEEE 802.11 needs to grow before it can deliver data packet. This is why the first 
hop latency in IEEE 802.11 increases as the node’s sensing range increases. 


















Figure 3.11b Average delay of first hop only 


















Figure 3.11c Average delay when sensing range is 30m 
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Figure 3.14 shows that at the intermediate node (or even the sink), packet with 
higher priority has smaller delay in PSIFT. However the different is not much since 
the DIFS values only differ by a small number of contention slot (each last only 20 
microsecond). Whereas, because of the random nature of IEEE 802.11, the delay of 
packet that travel the different hops are varied a lot and higher than in PSIFT. 























Figure 3.14 Delay distribution at the sink with sensing range of 30m 
 
We can conclude that PSIFT outperforms IEEE 802.11 in term of latency in 
delivering report packet. PSIFT is not only better in end-to-end delay but also better 
in hop-by-hop delay at each intermediate node. PSIFT only has lightly worse delay 
in the first hop transmission. However, in real sensor network, 1st hop transmission is 
rarely happen. Hence, overall, PSIFT is better than IEEE 802.11 in term of latency. 
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Figure 3.15 Offer load and overhead comparison 
 
3.3.4 Throughput experiment  
In this experiment, we compare the performance of PSIFT and IEEE 802.11 
under constant-bit-rate (CBR) traffic where all reports are required to be sent to the 
base station. 
We model the wireless sensor network deployed over a flat area. In our model, 
128 sensors are scattered over a [150m×150m] area, the transmission range of each 
sensor is 50m. We compare the performance (packet delivery ratio and delay) 
between the two protocols when we randomly select a certain number of nodes to 
send CBR flows to the sink placed at the right edge of the simulation area. This 
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experiment is independent of the workload we choose, provided that the workload 
does not saturate the wireless channel. The simulation results are plotted in Figure 
3.16 and 3.17. 
























Figure 3.16 Packet delivery ratio as a function of the number of CBR sources 
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Figure 3.17 Average delay as a function of the number of CBR sources 
 
When the number of contending CBR flows is small (four sources in Figure 
3.16), PSIFT loses throughput compared to IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. This loss 
in throughput happens because in this case, contention window in IEEE 802.11 is 
large enough to resolve the collision between CBR flows. And PSIFT incurs several 
contention backoff slot delays per transmission since it transmits packet at a late 
contention slot. When the number of CBR flows increases to eight, PSIFT performs 
almost as well as IEEE 802.11. When the number of CBR flows increases further, 
PSIFT actually outperforms IEEE 802.11 in terms of raw throughput (packet 
delivery ratio is higher). This is because PSIFT does not incur many collisions as 
IEEE 802.11. 
Figure 3.17 also shows that PSIFT achieves better delay than IEEE 802.11 in 
this scenario. As the number of CBR flow increases, the gap between the two curves 
becomes larger. 
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3.3.5 Summary 
The new PSIFT protocol aims to work in multihop, event-driven wireless 
sensor networks and the simulation results show that PSIFT not only outperforms 
IEEE 802.11 under event-driven workload but also perform much better than the 
existing IEEE 802.11 protocol in non-event-driven workload. 
All the above experiments are run with report suppression mechanism using 
explicit ACK. We also propose another suppression mechanism using implicit ACK 










4 PSIFT with overhearing mechanism 
 
The events observed by the wireless sensors are generally localized. A wireless 
sensor can observe events in its vicinity. The radio range of the device is determined 
by the amount of energy used, size and shape of the antenna, the amount of 
interference, etc. Each wireless sensor has an area of interest, which is determined by 
the sensing range of the wireless sensor. The wireless sensor observes events in the 
desired area of interest.  
We make an assumption that the sensing area of the node is no more than the 
radio transmission range. For instance, in case of light sensors, a sensor can only 
detect the light falling directly on it. The sensitivity of the node decreases as we 
move away from the node. Consider sensor nodes being deployed for military 
surveillance to observe movements in a particular area and the result is then 
propagated to the sink. The suppression of event reports decreases the number of 
nodes sending report to the sink, especially when the contender nodes are 
concentrated on the same interested area (in the vicinity of the event). These 
neighbor nodes can inter-communicate and overhear others. Based on the overhear 
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information, these nodes know exactly when and where the report was sent to. Then, 
they can suppress their reports correctly. 
 
4.1 Suppression using overhearing (implicit ACK) 
The idea of our PSIFT protocol is to limit the number of nodes sending report 
to reduce latency in delivering the required reports. Using the report suppression 
mechanism based on acknowledgement packet only can suppress report at the latter 
hops, so it is not efficient in the real multi-hop scenario. The second drawback of this 
mechanism is that the contender nodes suppress their report after hearing ACK 
packets. This may worsen the delay performance of our PSIFT since it takes time to 
wait for ACK packets. 
In event-driven wireless sensor network, we can model its 2 characteristics: 
• Sensor node using broadcast communications pattern. 
• When an event happens, those nodes at the vicinity of the event react to 
this event. So the contender nodes are concentrated around the position 
of the event and they can inter-communicate with each other in some 
degrees (they usually locate within transmission range of each other). 
They can use the overhearing information from their neighbor nodes to 
compress their reports. 
The above issues motivate us to propose the new approach of doing 
suppression. This approach utilizes the broadcast nature of wireless transmission in 
sensor networks as the implicit acknowledgement under the event-driven workload. 
When a node transmits its report to the destination node, all of its 1-hop neighbor 
nodes that locate within the transmission range of the transmitting node can overhear 
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the data. They can use this data to suppress their report. Depend on the sensing range 
of sensor nodes, these sending nodes can partially or fully inter-communicate. For 
every sensor, sensing range is always less than transmission range, so the report 
suppression can be done efficiently at the first few hops. Especially when the sensing 
range is less than or equal to a half of transmission range, all sending nodes are 
within their transmission range of each other and they perfectly do suppression. 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Overhearing mechanism 
To illustrate this mechanism, let us consider the simple wireless sensor network 
consisting 3 nodes A, B, R and a sink S in Figure 4.1. All the sensor nodes are the 
same type, with the same sensing range and transmission range. When an event 
happens, both node A and B can sense this event, they generate and send a report 
packet to the sink S. Assume node B wins the medium and transmits its report to the 
sink. In wireless sensor network, the small size, low cost sensor node can only be 
equipped with omni-directional antenna thus it only has capable of transmitting in 
broadcast mode. Therefore, all the 1-hop neighbors of node B can hear the report 
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successfully receives this report. However, node A can hear this report too. Thus, A 
can suppress its report based on the overhearing information right after node R 
received the report. 
Using the implicit acknowledgement mechanism (overhearing by broadcast 
nature of wireless medium), contender nodes can do suppression in the 1st hop 
transmission. Therefore, the number of report can be severely limited from the 2nd 
hop and so on. Moreover, overhearing mechanism (implicit ACK) can suppress event 
report much earlier than using explicit ACK since the contender nodes don’t need to 
wait until the report packet is successfully transmitted. With explicit ACK, contender 
nodes only can suppress their report after the sending node does. This may result in 
higher latency. 
To account for transmission error, we also use the explicit ACK to control the 
retransmission of data packet in PSIFT. The integration of both explicit and implicit 
ACK brings excellent performance to our proposed PSIFT protocol. We present the 
numerical results obtained by simulation of PSIFT in the next chapter. 
 
4.2 Simulation results and analysis 
In this experiment, we compare performance of PSIFT under 2 report 
suppression mechanisms. We create the simulation scenario in which 50 static 
sensor nodes are randomly deployed in a [150m × 150m] flat area. The sink is 
located at the right edge. We limit the transmission range of all nodes to 50m. When 
an event happen in the simulation area, those sensor nodes within d meters (d is 
sensing range of the sensor) from location of the event send a report packet to the 
sink using AODV routing protocol and suppress their report using ACK and 
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overhearing mechanism respectively. We then measure the end-to-end delay and the 
delay in transmitting in each hop at the sink as the function of sensor’s sensing 
range. Simulation results are plotted in Figure 4.2 and 4.3. 



















Psift, suppress report using Acknowledgement
Psift, suppress report using Overhearing
 
Figure 4.2 Average end-to-end delay in real adhoc routing scenario(AODV) 
when one report required 
We can see that PSIFT outperforms IEEE 802.11 in term of latency. Consider 
PSIFT only, overhearing performs better than ACK mechanism. Moreover, the gap is 
larger with higher sensing range (PSIFT with overhearing gains 3 times delay 
reduction as compare to IEEE 802.11 at sensing range of 45m). With real adhoc 
routing scenario, the delay performance is affect a lot by routing overhead. The 
longer sensing range is, the higher number of routing overheads is generated 
(because of higher number of contenders). Which then increase the contention level 
in the network. That is why all the end-to-end delay curves tend to increase as 
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sensing range increases. However, at short sensing range, the delay of PSIFT with 
overhearing suppression mechanism keeps rather flat while ACK mechanism and 
IEEE 802.11 keep increasing. It only starts growing when sensing range is 25m, 
which equal to half of transmission range. This is because when the sensing range is 
less than half of transmission range, all contender nodes can hear others and can do 
suppression perfectly.  
 






















(a) Sensing range of 15m 
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Figure 4.3 Delay distribution at the sink as a function of sensing range of two 
suppression mechanisms with one report required 
 
When we consider performance of PSIFT at a certain node (the sink), 
performance of overhearing mechanism is worse as the sensing range increases but it 






















(b) Sensing range of 25m 






















(c) Sensing range of 35m 
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still lower than ACK mechanism. The differences are clearly seen at the first hop 
latency. From second hop onward, there is only slightly difference between two 
suppression mechanisms. At short sensing range, performance of ACK mechanism is 
not too bad as compare with overhearing since ACK packet can cover almost all the 
contender nodes (Figure 4.3a). As the sensing range increases, first hop latency of 
overhearing mechanism is much better than ACK mechanism (Figure 4.3c). Because 
overhearing mechanism can suppress much more report packet than ACK 
mechanism at the first hop.  
In summary, PSIFT with overhearing mechanism is better than ACK 









5 Conclusions and future work 
 
5.1 Conclusions 
In this thesis, we presented PSIFT MAC protocol that brings significant 
improvement to delay performance of multihop, event-driven wireless sensor 
network. The key idea in PSIFT is to utilize the node redundancy characteristics of 
event-driven sensor network, where many sensor nodes within the same area have 
correlated data about the same event and contend to send them. Only a few of them is 
enough for the sink to identify the event. By suppressing the unnecessary data, 
PSIFT can reduce the congestion level of the network, achieve low latency in 
delivering data to the sink and achieve energy savings as well. We develop a novel 
mechanism to suppress the report message by utilizing the broadcast nature of 
wireless transmission (overhearing) as an implicit acknowledgement. This 
mechanism works extremely well in multihop adhoc transmission scenario, can 
suppress almost all unnecessary reports at the first hop when the sensing range is 
small as compare to the transmission range. 
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We also introduce and attach the priority level to each packet so that the relay 
node can handle differently based on its priority. The priority level of each data 
packet increases as it traverses to the sink. We assign different DIFS values together 
with different contention window sizes to different traffic class (based on packet 
priority level) to differentiate services provide to each data flow. With this scheme, 
PSIFT can differentiate service to packet level. This can further improve the delay 
performance and the correctness of data transmission. 
We obtained experiment results to show that PSIFT can reduce the latency in 
delivering the first report up to three times compared with existing IEEE 802.11 
when the sensing range increases to reach the transmission range, while maintaining 
the correctness in reporting event. 
 
5.2 Future work 
There is a limitation of our proposed protocol that we have to pre-set the DIFS 
values that assign to each packet based on the maximum number of priority levels 
that PSIFT design for. 
In future, we plan to improve PSIFT so that it can adaptively assign the DIFS 
value to each priority class using heuristic algorithm, in order to be better in channel 
utilization and more flexible in implementation in real sensor network. 
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